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V.R. KULLI, BRANDEN STONE, SHAOHUI WANG, AND BING WEI
Abstract. Many types of topological indices such as degree-based topological
indices, distance-based topological indices and counting related topological
indices are explored during past recent years. Among degree based topological
indices, Zagreb indices are the oldest one and studied well. In the paper,
we define a generalized multiplicative version of these indices and compute
exact formulas for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons and Jagged-Rectangle
Benzenoid Systems.
1. Introduction
A molecular graph is a finite simple graph, representing the carbon-atom skeleton
of an organic molecule of a hydrocarbon. The vertices of a molecular graph represent
the carbon atoms and its undirected edges the carbon-carbon bounds. Throughout
this paper G = (V,E) is a connected molecular graph with vertex set V = V (G)
and edge set E = E(G). The degree d(v) of a vertex v is the number of vertices
adjacent to v.1
Studying molecular graphs is a constant focus in chemical graph theory; an
effort to better understand molecular structure. For instance, in 1947 H. Wiener
[Wie47] introduced a topological index of a molecule, now called the Wiener index.
This index was originally defined as the sum of path distances between any two
carbons in a saturated acyclic hydrocarbon. Since it’s inception this index has
been generalized to a variety of structures as well as used in Quantitative structure-
activity relationship (QSAR) regression models [FCH01, ME05, RPNP10, YWH04].
Some indices related to Wiener’s work are the first and second multiplicative
Zagreb indices [GRTW75], respectively
M1(G) =
∏
u∈V (G)
d(u)2 and M2(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
d(u)d(v),
and the Narumi-Katayama index [NK84]
NK(G) =
∏
v∈V (G)
d(v).
Like the Wiener index, these types of indices are the focus of considerable research
in computational chemistry [Gut11, TBC10, TC10, WW15]. For example, in 2011
I. Gutman [Gut11] characterized the multiplicative Zagreb indices for trees and de-
termined the unique trees that obtained maximum and minimum values forM1(G)
2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary: 05C05; Secondary: 05C07, 05C90.
1For more on this notation and terminology, the readers are referred to [BM08].
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andM2(G), respectively. S. Wang and the last author [WW15] then extended Gut-
man’s result to the following index for k-trees,
Ws1(G) =
∏
u∈V (G)
d(u)s.
Notice that s = 1, 2 is the Narumi-Katayama and Zagreb index, respectively.
Based on the successful consideration of multiplicative Zagreb indices, M. Eliasi
et al [EIG12] continued to define a new multiplicative version of the first Zagreb
index as
M∗1(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u) + d(v)) .
Furthering the concept of indexing with the edge set, the first author introduced
the first and second hyper-Zagreb indices of a graph [Kul16]. They are defined as
H1(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u) + d(v))
2
and H2(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u)d(v))
2
.
In this paper, we continue this generalization and define the general first and second
multiplicative Zagreb indices of a graph G as
Ma1(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u) + d(v))
a
and Ma2(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u)d(v))
a
.
In Section 2 we determine the multiplicative Zagreb and the general multiplicative
Zagreb indices for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons (PAHn). Section 3 contains
similar results for a jagged-rectangle Benzenoid system (Bm,n).
2. Results for Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
In this section, we focus on the molecular graph structure of the family of
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons, denoted PAHn . These graphs of hydrocar-
bon molecules are defined recursively as follows. The 6-cycle with leaves at each
vertex is PAH1 (C6H6, benzene). The next element in the family, PAH2, is given by
deleting the leaves of PAH1 and gluing 6-cycles to each exterior edge, then adding
leaves to each exterior vertex. We give the first three members of the family PAHn
in Figure 1.
Lemma 2.1. Let G = PAHn be the molecular graph in the family of Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons. Then
|V (G)| = 6n2 + 6n,
|E(G)| = 9n2 + 3n.
Proof. We first need to show that G has 6n leaves; we do this by induction on n.
The result is clear for n = 1, 2 and we assume PAHn –1 has 6(n − 1) leaves. To
construct PAHn from PAHn –1, we attached n− 1 hexagons; one between each pair
of neighboring leaves. As six of these hexagons contribute two leaves to PAHn (and
the rest contribute one), we see that PAHn has 6 + 6(n− 1) = 6n leaves.
We are now able to find |V (G)| and |E(G)|. Notice that each leaf in G con-
tributes 2 vertices. Removing these vertices from PAHn yields PAHn –1. Hence, by
induction,
|V (G)| = 2(6n) + (6(n− 1)2 + 6(n− 1)) = 6n2 + 6n.
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Figure 1. The first three elements of PAHn .
Similarly, the leaves of PAHn contribute 3(6n)− 6 extra edges over PAHn –1 (sub-
tracting 6 accounts for the six hexagons contributing two leaves). Once again by
induction,
|E(G)| = (3(6n)− 6) + (9(n− 1)2 + 3(n− 1)) = 9n2 + 3n.

We are now ready to compute the general indices of the molecular graph PAHn .
Theorem 2.2. Let G = PAHn be the molecular graph in the family of Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons. Then
(1) Ma1(G) = 46an × 6(9n
2−3n)a;
(2) Ma2(G) = 318an
2
;
(3) Ws1(G) = 36sn
2
.
Proof. According to Lemma 2.1, G has 6n2 − 6n vertices and 6n of those vertices
are on leaves. With this information, we are able to partition of the vertex set of
G into two sets, one containing the vertices on leaves, and the other containing the
rest of the vertices in the graph. We define them as
V1 = {v ∈ V (G) | d(v) = 1}, |V1| = 6n;
V3 = {v ∈ V (G) | d(v) = 3}, |V3| = 6n2.
Likewise, we obtain two partitions of the 9n2 + 3n edges of G as
E1 = {uv ∈ E(G) | d(u) = 1, d(v) = 3}, |E1| = 6n;
E3 = {uv ∈ E(G) | d(u) = d(v) = 3}, |E2| = 9n2 − 3n.
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Thus we are able to factor the products along these partitions. In particular,
Ma1(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u) + d(v))a
=
∏
uv∈E1
(d(u) + d(v))a ×
∏
uv∈E3
(d(u) + d(v))a
= [(1 + 3)a]6n × [(3 + 3)a]9n2−3n
= 46an × (6)(9n2−3n)a.
Similarly we have
Ma2(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u)d(v))a
=
∏
uv∈E1
(d(u)d(v))a ×
∏
uv∈E3
(d(u)d(v))a
= [(1× 3)a]6n × [(3× 3)a]9n2−3n
= 318an
2
.
To see the last result we use the partitions of the vertex set to obtain
Ws1(G) =
∏
u∈V (G)
d(u)s
=
∏
u∈V1
d(u)s ×
∏
u∈V3
d(u)s
= (1s)6n × (3s)6n2
= 36sn
2
.

With this result we are able to calculate the remaining indices.
Corollary 2.3. Let G = PAHn be the molecular graph in the family of Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons. Then
(1) M1(G) = 312n2 ;
(2) M2(G) = 318n2 ;
(3) NK(G) = 36n2 ;
(4) M∗1(G) = 46n × 69n
2−3n;
(5) H1(G) = 412n × 618n2−6n;
(6) H2(G) = 336n2 .
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Figure 2. The molecular graphs of a jagged-rectangle Benzenoid system.
Proof. Each of the above indices are special cases of the general indices in Theo-
rem 2.2. In particular we have,
M1(G) =W21 (G) = 312n
2
;
M2(G) =M12(G) = 318n
2
;
NK(G) =W11 (G) = 36n
2
;
M∗1(G) =M11(G) = 46n × 69n
2−3n;
H1(G) =M21(G) = 412n × 618n
2−6n;
H2(G) =M22(G) = 336n
2
.

3. Results for Benzenoid Systems
We now focus on the molecular graph structure of a jagged-rectangle Benzenoid
system, denoted Bm,n for all m,n ∈ N. As can be seen in Figure 2 the rectangles
Bm,n are constructed be gluing n+1 chains of m−1 hexagons (or C6) to n chains of
m hexagons, alternating by starting with a m−1-chain of hexagons. This family of
graphs was defined in [LLZNLQ05]. In this section we will calculate the generalized
multiplicative indices for these types of molecular graphs.
As to the general indices for this system, we have the following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let G =Bm,n be a molecular graph of a jagged-rectangle Benzenoid
system. Then
(1) Ma1(G) = 4a(2n+4) × 5a(4m+4n−4) × 6a(6mn+m−5n−4);
(2) Ma2(G) = 4a(2n+4) × 6a(4m+4n−4) × 9a(6mn+m−5n−4);
(3) Ws1(G) = 2(2m+4n+2)s × 3(4mn+2m−2n−4)s
Proof. We first calculate the number of vertices and edges of G. To do this notice
that the number of vertices in the top row of m − 1 hexagons (oriented according
to Figure 2) is 4m − 2. As there are n + 1 of rows containing m − 1 hexagons in
the graph, we have counted (4m− 2)(n + 1) = 4mn− 2n + 4m− 2 vertices so far.
The only remaining vertices are on the left and right ends of the n rows containing
m hexagons; there are 4n of these. Hence we get
|V (G)| = (4mn− 2n + 4m− 2) + (4n) = 4mn + 4m + 2n− 2.
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To find the number of edges, we partition V (G) into two sets, vertices of degree 2
and 3 respectively,
V2 = {v ∈ V (G) | d(v) = 2}, |V2| = 2m + 4n + 2;
V3 = {v ∈ V (G) | d(v) = 3}, |V3| = 4mn + 2m− 2n− 4.
As the total degree of the graph is equal to twice the number of edges, we know
that
|E(G)| = 1
2
[2(2m + 4n + 2) + 3(4mn + 2m− 2n− 4)] = 6mn + 5m + n− 4.
Similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2, we will calculate the indices by factoring
along partitions of the vertex and edge sets. To see the last result we use the
partitions of the vertex set to obtain
Ws1(G) =
∏
u∈V (G)
d(u)s
=
∏
u∈V2
d(u)s ×
∏
u∈V3
d(u)s
= (2s)2m+4n+2 × (3s)4mn+2m−2n−4
= 2(2m+4n+2)s × 3(4mn+2m−2n−4)s.
For the remaining results, we create three partitions of the edge set of the molec-
ular graph G.
E2 = {uv ∈ E(G) | d(u) = d(v) = 2}, |E2| = 2n + 4;
E2,3 = {uv ∈ E(G) | d(u) = 3, d(v) = 2}, |E2,3| = 4m + 4n− 4;
E3 = {uv ∈ E(G) | d(u) = d(v) = 3}, |E3| = 6mn + m− 5n− 4.
It is not hard to see that |E2| = 2n + 4. To see the number of elements in E2,3,
notice that there are 4n + 8 vertices of degree 2 with a unique adjacent vertex of
degree 3. Further, there are 2m − 6 vertices with two distinct adjacent vertices of
degree 3. Hence |E2,3| = 4n + 8 + 2(2m − 6) = 4m + 4n − 4. Subtracting these
values from |E(G)| yields |E3|.
Using this edge partition, we are able to calculate Ma1(G) as
Ma1(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u) + d(v))a
=
∏
uv∈E2
(d(u) + d(v))a ×
∏
uv∈E2,3
(d(u) + d(v))a ×
∏
uv∈E3
(d(u) + d(v))a
= [(2 + 2)a]2n+4 × [(3 + 2)a]4m+4n−4 × [(3 + 3)a]6mn+m−5n−4
= 4a(2n+4) × 5a(4m+4n−4) × 6a(6mn+m−5n−4).
To see the second result, we have
Ma2(G) =
∏
uv∈E(G)
(d(u)d(v))a
=
∏
uv∈E2
(d(u)d(v))a ×
∏
uv∈E2,3
(d(u)d(v))a ×
∏
uv∈E3
(d(u)d(v))a
= 4a(2n+4) × 6a(4m+4n−4) × 9a(6mn+m−5n−4).
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
As an immediate corollary all other indices in this paper are obtained.
Corollary 3.2. Let G =Bm,n be a molecular graph of a jagged-rectangle Benzenoid
system. Then
(1) M1(G) = 42m+4n+2 × 94mn+2m−2n−4;
(2) M2(G) = 42n+4 × 64m+4n−4 × 96mn+m−5n−4;
(3) NK(G) = 22m+4n+2 × 34mn+2m−2n−4;
(4) M∗1(G) = 42n+4 × 54m+4n−4 × 66mn+m−5n−4;
(5) H1(G) = 42(2n+4) × 52(4m+4n−4) × 62(6mn+m−5n−4);
(6) H2(G) = 42(2n+4) × 62(4m+4n−4) × 92(6mn+m−5n−4).
Proof. Each of the above indices are special cases of the general indices in Theo-
rem 3.1. In particular we have,
M1(G) =W21 (G) = 42m+4n+2 × 94mn+2m−2n−4;
M2(G) =M12(G) = 42n+4 × 64m+4n−4 × 96mn+m−5n−4;
NK(G) =W11 (G) = 22m+4n+2 × 34mn+2m−2n−4;
M∗1(G) =M11(G) = 42n+4 × 54m+4n−4 × 66mn+m−5n−4;
H1(G) =M21(G) = 42(2n+4) × 52(4m+4n−4) × 62(6mn+m−5n−4);
H2(G) =M22(G) = 42(2n+4) × 62(4m+4n−4) × 92(6mn+m−5n−4).

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